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EVERY CALL BENEFITS

Take control of incident accountability and enhance mass communication with Salamander’s Every Call Accountability. 
Whether you are a small or large department with career or volunteer responders, Salamander will decrease response 
time, increase situational awareness, and enhance interoperability between agencies.

FAQ
Question: What CAD solutions can you integrate with? 
Answer: It does not matter what solution you have; we 
can customize to fit your needs. 
 
Question: What methods do you use to integrate?
Answer: We can integrate through an API, Web Services, 
or Email.

Question: Can we keep our current scheduling solution?
Answer: Yes, Salamander can integrate with your current 
CAD solution as well as your scheduling solution. 
 
Question: How affordable is the solution?
Answer: Salamander has created a way to keep costs 
down based on department sizes. Contact the Sales 
Department for more information.

Increased Accuracy
Improving on the manual workflow 
components for creating an event will instantly 
increase accuracy. Responders can easily focus 
on what matters most, response efforts.

Increase Situational Awareness
Before leaving the station, you will have up-to-
the moment information at your disposal. This 
includes the event type, address, assignments, 
units dispatched, and more. Customize the 
information based on your needs.

Interoperability Between Agencies
Standardize your accountability processes to 
be more interoperable within your jurisdiction. 
Establish a common operating picture for 
everyone involved to be more efficient.

Save Time
Every minute counts in an emergency. Instantly 
access and manage events with Salamander’s 
mobile and PC based solutions. Salamander 
automates upfront accountability to save 
time. By integrating Salamander with CAD, 
information captured by dispatch automatically 
creates events with all the accountability details 
you need.
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Establishing a standard that all fire departments within your jurisdiction can follow is key for accountability. Contact 
Salamander today to standardize your manual accountability processes. We offer an array of supplies including 3-up 
tags, IM binders, complete tag assembly, and more.

Standardizing Manual Accountability

HERE IS HOW EVERY CALL ACCOUNTABILITY WORKS:

SalamanderLive Automation

EXISTING DISPATCH WORKFLOW

Emergency occurs and 
dispatch is contacted

Dispatch triggers  
event within CAD 

Event 
information and 
resources are 
automatically 
pushed to 
SalamanderLive
Examples include: event 
name, address, assignments, 
and units dispatched.

Resources remotely 
check in to event 
with TAG APP

Manage the event 
from start to finish 
through the  
TRACK APP

Mass communication is 
sent to all resources

All event activity 
is logged in 
SalamanderLive for 
real-time and 
after-action  
reporting


